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Introduction
We all know what language we speak, but do you know what Life
Language you speak?
Most people have no idea what determines the experiences they have
in their life. This book has been written to enlighten you as to what
life language you speak and the real secret as to what is determining the
experiences you are having in your life.

Happiness
Most of us are familiar with the concept of happiness, and we all want it
in one way or another. Thomas Jefferson, the third president of the United
States, highlighted its social relevance in The Declaration of Independence,
which states in part:
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”
It is my belief that happiness is innate to our very existence, and that
we are actually experiencing it all the time. Any perceptions of unhappiness
are, in fact, sourced from the conditioning programs and patterns that we
learn as we develop in our daily lives. In other words, it is quite possible
to literally be happy being unhappy! As you read this book, it will become
apparent how this can be.

Love
The feeling of love is just a feeling of very strong happiness and
happiness is just an expression of your self (i.e., your personal power) through
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something or someone. The love you feel for an element of your life (e.g. a
person or activity) is only because in some way it is allowing you to express
your self more freely, and so your conscious experience is that you love
it (that person or activity) because this element appears to make you feel
incredible. Love is very addictive and we are all addicted to expressing our
self in one way or another, be it in the form of love or something else.
Probably the most familiar experience of “love” is through a relationship
with another person. Understanding a relationship as a vehicle for the
expression of the “self ” of the parties to a relationship (as defined by their
strengths and their limitations), is extremely helpful in avoiding the typical
limitations and pitfalls often experienced as part of a relationship. This
is because if you find yourself engaging in the behavior of identifying
negativity or limitations in the other party of a relationship, in this context
it is more easily understood as being a projection of your own limitations
(and so a reflection of your self ).
The other person’s faults may be real, but it was your limitations which
made them attractive enough to form the relationship, and so allow you
to live out your limitations, by criticizing them. So while this behavior
validates yourself in your own mind, it also limits your ability to develop the
relationship (or any relationship) to whatever parameters your conditioning
defines, which you will unknowingly identify with and seek to express as
you.

Hate
As we know, love can turn to hate if an element in your life cuts off
this avenue of your self-expression or it is no longer available for whatever
reason. In the case of another person, however, the issue is not that they
hate you, but simply the feeling you get when you are limited in the way
you can express yourself. You then project hate onto someone or something,
whatever is convenient and appears to be obstructing your self-expression.
Think of all the times you may have felt this in your life, and you can see
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that there is the possibility that many unresolved issues have been created
in your mind, to be played out throughout your life as part of being you.
In other words, there is a great deal of scope for you to experience conflict
as a normal part of your life.
You may be familiar with the phrase, “Misery loves company,” and
you’ll learn in reading this book why this is true, and why people are in fact
addicted to their own programming simply because they believe they have
no other option—they are not even aware it exists—so there appears to be
no basis to change anything. To quote Thomas Jefferson again:
“Mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to
right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed.”

Your Self
The saying “know thyself ” is from Ancient Greece (The Temple of
Apollo), often attributed to Socrates or his student, Plato. Socrates is noted
to have said about himself that, “His wisdom was limited to an awareness
of his own ignorance,” and is recorded as believing that the pursuit of selfdevelopment was the best way for people to live their lives.
Karl Jung (1875 -1961), the Swiss psychiatrist, also analyzed and
described various dimensions of the psyche (or mind), one of which is
entropy, where opposite personality characteristics defined in a youthful
energized mind as a key dimension to self-identity, over time lose their
dynamic separateness with the decreasing energy of old age. This process of
accepting both sides of our character is known as transcendence. Jung also
looked at this idea of reconciling opposites with the idea of embracing your
shadow (the so-called bad parts of yourself, which you are conditioned to
disown or deny), in order to find a higher spiritual experience.
The concept of self-realization is explored in some Indian philosophies,
where knowledge of your own soul or your self is the key to personal fulfilment.
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In Christianity, the concept of a soul is used to describe the essence
of one’s self. Aurelius Augustinus (354–430), more commonly known as
St. Augustine (of the Roman Catholic Church), is renowned for his work
in merging the biblical concept of a soul with the concepts of the Plato
and Greek philosophical tradition, a key element of Western philosophical
thought.
Self-actualization, a concept attributed to Kurt Goldstein (1878–1965),
a German psychiatrist, is a term used to describe the phenomenon where
people are innately driven to realize their own potential. Abraham Maslow
(1908–1970), an American psychologist, in his “hierarchy of needs” idea,
added the proviso that basic needs had to be met first.

Purpose
So as you can see from the brief discussion above, there is a wealth of
knowledge and ideas on this issue or concept of self.
This book has been designed to be a quick and easy-to-follow read. The
knowledge this book contains is the result of years of research and study by
the author into the workings of the mind, religious beliefs and psychology,
as well as personal experience and personal discoveries.
Hopefully, you will be interested in the revelations this book contains
and able to apply them productively.
Remember, you are always free to do extra research and cross-compare
the ideas in this book with any others—and no doubt many of you will.
There are thousands of books on personal development, religion, and
philosophy. Many are quite convoluted and difficult to read, without
providing a clear answer.
This book is designed to set you off on a journey of personal discovery
through research and actions, with simple instructions offering you a high
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degree of clarity and autonomy about what it is that you are really doing
as your life.
What you need to learn and what actions you need to take will
essentially depend on where it is that you want to take your life, and where
your life currently is.
The greater the changes in your life that you are after (i.e., desired
experiences), then the more research and mind work (e.g. making choices)
you will have to do. Believe it or not, all your mind ever does is make choices
about how to respond to the inputs from your prevailing environment,
based on the inputs you have received from that prevailing environment
(your memory), and so defines your conscious experiences. You cannot
have a response (an experience) which does not exist in your subconscious
mind first, in the same way as you cannot speak Japanese, if there are no
Japanese inputs to choose from.
A hidden obstacle before you even start the process, however, are the
beliefs you have been programmed with, simply because you can’t believe
in something you don’t know anything about. But to change beliefs you are
not even consciously aware you have can bring up some interesting issues
that you will have to resolve, since you are only conscious of what you
already subconsciously believe.

Goals
There is a saying in the Bible, “Where there is no vision, the people
perish.” (Proverbs 29:18)
In order to live at all, you must have goals, and you are already realizing
goals on a daily basis. If what you are achieving isn’t making your feel happy,
then clearly you will need to change your goals and/or the reasons you are
pursuing them.
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You may think that you have goals but are unable to realize them no
matter what you try. The fact is the only thing you are ever conscious of,
is realizing your goals, but what you consciously think your goals are may,
in fact, be quite different from your true goals, which have been defined in
your subconscious.
In order to ensure you are clear on what your goals are, you will need
to consciously engage the process of self-creation and consciously redefine
them.
In setting new goals, you should be mindful not to reject what you
currently are, because as the old saying goes, “You don’t know what you’ve
got till it’s gone.”
You will need to embrace what/who you currently are, since this is
unavoidably your starting point for your future experiences. If you are currently experiencing difficulties, this approach should empower you to address them in a better way.
But there is no need to panic; doing something is better than doing
nothing. Let’s face it, if your goals are the ones that you have consciously
chosen in a deliberate, specific way, then you will be in the most motivated
mindset to pursue them, and of course what you do will just be normal
because of the context in which you, from now on, do things.
Life is a creative experience, so while our prevailing environment will
define many of our goals, it is important to understand where the real
meaning lies—not in a particular outcome (being successful, wealthy, etc.),
but the actual choice and realization of the outcome. Many people have
discovered upon becoming successful that their lives seem to lack meaning
and they then spend their success time trying to give meaning to that success—rather than just enjoying it for what it is—because they don’t know
what it is!
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Other people also have great success in one area of their life (e.g. they
may become very wealthy) but then suffer horribly in some other area (e.g.
their health fails, or they can’t have a family, etc.). It makes you wonder,
“What is going on?” and this book will attempt to reveal this to you.
This book does not advocate doing anything radical or risky. Life is a
bit like baking a cake; you need to follow the instructions to get the best
results and use things in the right way, and turning up the heat in the oven
to cook your cake faster will just destroy your cake and make the exercise
totally futile—a waste of time and energy.
The reality, as you will progressively discover, is that you can only ever
experience what you choose. All you have to do is make your choices, and
you will find yourself mysteriously motivated to take the relevant actions
together with the relevant opportunities to realize those choices, effortlessly
and automatically.
In fact, you are already doing this, but most probably aren’t aware of
it. If what you are doing is working well, then that is great. If not, then
you will need to become consciously involved in the process to fix things
up rather than just going along allowing the process to define what you
are conscious of. You are about to wake up and take control of the ship of
your life and free your self from the limitations of your past conditioning,
as defined in your mind.
You will have to retrain your mind from where it currently is (i.e., its
current focus), something which can be compared to training a wild horse:
it has fabulous potential but unless you can ride it, you will not be able to
take it where you want it to go or have the experiences you want to have.
The secret is to know how and why. So that’s enough of the preamble;
let’s get to it.



Chapter 1
Personal Responsibility
Before you read any further or attempt to take your life in any new
direction, the first and most important point you must note is that you
must now, immediately and from now on, take total responsibility for all
the experiences that you have. This is Principle Number One. Make this
choice and lock it in!
For some people this is very hard to do, because they have been conditioned (i.e., they have learned) to ascribe their experiences to external
sources; the belief that their lives are forever apparently being controlled
by third parties in one way or another (e.g. employer, partner, children,
government, religion, etc.) seems to be true and absolutely normal.
But of course, if you truly consciously believe that some external third
party is controlling the experiences in your life, then you preclude yourself
from being able to do very much about whatever is happening in your life
because you don’t believe that you are actually controlling it.
For many people, their belief in a god is their way of never taking total
responsibility for their own behavior and actions and instead they become
unwitting pawns in religious and/or political/financial powerbases, but as
we shall see, even this belief is only something that has been learned—and
often with a built-in fear factor should you question authority, Ignorance
of any alternatives also clearly limits your options!

Your Mother and Childhood
For most people, as a child their earliest belief is in their mother—in
whom the child believes (usually justifiably) is the best possibility for survival, our number one priority as a human being. The belief in the mother
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is hard-wired and typically manifests as an adult belief in something other
than oneself, unless a person has been taught to be self-reliant, but even
that requires a belief in whoever is teaching the idea. A common trait of an
adult belief in God is that it is one manifestation of an underlying belief
in the mother and often locks in place, hides and protects that mother
belief. So if someone was to challenge a person’s belief in their God, then
that would, at a subconscious level, be in some way taken as a threat to the
mother belief and quite likely defended aggressively, because logically it
would threaten the key belief on which their very survival depends.
The role the mother typically plays in the programming of your mind
cannot be overemphasized. Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), an Austrian psychoanalyst, explored the subject of how an infant’s relationship with their
mother was the foundation of the child’s adult personality.
This belief in the mother is something you will need to address as you
retake conscious control of your mind and cease being beholden to past
programming. The number of potential issues/scenarios in this area are
infinite, so you will need to apply the principles explained in this book to
reveal the truth of your particular circumstances.
But whatever your circumstances, it should become clear how what
you are doing as your conscious reality has in fact been chosen by you at a
subconscious level to reinforce the nature of your relationship with your
mother—for better or worse—because this state of being (or consciousness) is, for you, synonymous with your survival.
So, whatever you believe is what you will experience, since the only
basis for your experiences is what you do believe.
To put it simply, your conscious reality is just you looking in the mirror—reflecting back every part of what you truly are—regardless of what
you might consciously think is true. Regardless of how you became the way
you are, you are the only person who can change it—if being what you are
10
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is not working in a way you feel happy with—allowing an optimal expression of your self.
And that requires consciously taking total responsibility for, and so
total control over, your self and so your personal power.
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